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ABSTRACT
This work describes experimental research directed at the study of vertical temperature
profiles and fluctuations in the turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection. Experiments took
place in Barrel of Ilmenau containing the cylindrical experimental cell with a diameter
of 7.15 m and the height of 4.70 m (the aspect ratio Γ = 1.5) filled with dry air.
The temperature profiles and fluctuations were studied along the vertical axis of the
cell between the top and bottom plates within the range of Rayleigh number (Ra) of
1× 1011 − 4× 1012. The temperature profiles were measured by a novel method using
the optical fibre system Luna ODiSI-B which was purchased by the team in Ilmenau.
The system permits to measure the temperature profile simultaneously along the whole
optical fibre length with a spatial resolution of 5 mm.

KEYWORDS
Rayleigh-Bénard convection, Barrel of Ilmenau, temperature profiles, temperature
fluctuations, Luna ODiSI-B, Optical Distributed Sensor Interrogator

ABSTRAKT
Tato práce popisuje výzkum zamě̌rený na studium vertikálńıch teplotńıch profil̊u a fluk-
tuaćı v turbulentńı Rayleighově-Bénardově konvekci. Experiment byl proveden v

”
Barrel

of Ilmenau“ obsahuj́ıćı válcovou experimentálńı celu s pr̊uměrem 7.15 m a výškou 4.7 m
(

”
the aspect ratio“ Γ = 1.5) naplněnou suchým vzduchem. Teplotńı profily a fluk-

tuace byly studovány podél vertikálńı osy cely mezi horńı a spodńı deskou v rozmeźı
Rayleighova č́ısla (Ra) 1× 1011 − 4× 1012. Teplotńı profily byly změ̌reny novou meto-
dou využ́ıvaj́ıćı systém s optickým vláknem Luna ODiSI-B, který byl pǒŕızen týmem z
Ilmenau. Systém umožňuje mě̌rit teplotńı profil ve všech bodech podél celého vlákna
současně s prostorovým rozlǐseńım 5 mm.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural thermally-generated turbulent convection plays a vital role in heat and

mass transfer in nature, such as the circulation in the atmosphere or the oceans,

the flows under the surface of stars or in diverse branches of industry. Modelling of

large-scale natural convection in laboratory experiments is possible on the base of

a simplified physical model system called the Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC).

Turbulent RBC is often realized in a layer of working fluid confined to a cylindrical

experimental cell which is heated from the bottom and cooled from above with a

vertical temperature gradient parallel to gravity. Since RBC is wall-bounded flow,

boundary layers of both the temperature and velocity fields form at the upper and

bottom isothermal plates due to finite viscosity. [1]

The structure and dynamics of the temperature boundary layers (BLs) turn out

to be crucial for a deeper understanding of the global heat transport process in

RBC as discussed for example in a recent review [2–4]. The global heat transport

in turbulent RBC is characterised by the dimensionless Nusselt number Nu which

is function of the three dimensionless control parameters: the Rayleigh number Ra,

the Prandtl number Pr and the aspect ratio Γ of the convection cell, i.e. Nu =

Nu(Ra, Pr, Γ ). Various theories yield different predictions of Nu(Ra, Pr,Γ) scaling

based on a different assumption on the BLs structure [3].

On the other hand, the structure and dynamics of the BLs are influenced by

interaction with a so-called large-scale circulation (LSC) that is always established

in the turbulent bulk of RBC (see fig. 1). The LSC take the form of a single roll

for Γ of order unity or multiple rolls for larger aspect ratios Γ [6]. The complex

three-dimensional dynamics of LSC (its irregular cessations, reversals, azimuthal

meandering and periodical sloshing and twisting modes, see fig. 2) and the interplay

between LSC and BLs are still insufficiently understand. It is supposed that LSC

is triggered by packets of thermal plumes, fragments of the thermal BLs, which are

detached randomly from both layers into the bulk of RBC (fig. 1). These organi-

zed coherent structures, plumes and LSC, can be characterized by suitably defined

dimensionless Reynolds numbers Re [7].

Interaction of the LSC with the boundary layers likely leads to the laminar-

to-turbulent transition in the boundary layers, which is presumably related to the

transition to the ultimate regime of RBC with ballistic heat transport idea, predicted

theoretically by Kraichnan [8]. Confirmation of such transition would also be of

great practical importance, as the heat transport efficiency rises significantly (from

Nu ∼ Ra1/3 to Nu ∼ Ra1/2). Detailed study of thermal BLs at high Ra numbers

(at Ra > 109) requires large devices such as the Barrel of Ilmenau (BOI), because

their thickness λT decreases as the Ra and thus the Nu number grow.
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Fig. 1: a) Representation of the fluid movements in the RBC experiment. The fluid is

heated up at the heating plate, decrease its density and in structures called plumes is

moving up. At the cooling plate, the fluid is cooled down and reversing its direction

to the heating plate. The main trend of the movements is shown as large-scale wind

direction. Biggest temperature changes are happening at the thin layers of fluid near

the plates called boundary layers (BL). b) Experimental image of the glycerol in the

RBC experiment. Plumes are clearly visible. The black line from the middle of the

cooling plate is temperature probe. Adapted from [5].

The thickness is given by λT = L/2Nu, where L is the height of the cell (for

Ra ∼ 109, L = 4.7 m: λT ∼ 1 cm). Simultaneously, high-resolution techniques for

temperature measurement in the thermal BLs are necessary for such study.

This work was created within the collaboration of Institute of Scientific Instru-

ments of the CAS (ISI CAS) and Ilmenau University of Technology (TU Ilmenau).

The main impulse for this collaboration was created by European High-Performance

Infrastructures in Turbulence (EuHIT) that aims at integrating cutting-edge Euro-

pean facilities or turbulence research. Since both facilities - Brno and Ilmenau are

part of this project, EuHIT partly financed the investigation time in Ilmenau, the

second part was financed by Erasmus+.

The principal motivation for the EuHIT project [9] was to shed light on dis-

crepancies among published results on Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC) around

Ra number 1011 in Nu(Ra, Pr,Γ) and Re(Ra, Pr,Γ) scaling laws and influence of

Non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq (NOB) effects on RBC (see chapter 1.4), especially on a

possible transition of RBC to the ultimate (Kraichnan) regime. It was observed ex-

perimentally that NOB effects do indeed lead to asymmetry of the boundary layers,

which subsequently alters the heat transfer efficiency at high Ra. To appreciate NOB
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Fig. 2: Possible movements of the LSC in the cell from top view. a) Azimuthal

meandering of the LSC around the central axis of the cell is uniform movement of

the plane in which is the wind located. This movement is random and thus without a

period. b) Sloshing is deflection of the plane of the wind to some side in the horizontal

direction. c) Twisting is a fluent movement of the LSC, where part located at top

plate are moving in opposite direction than the part located at bottom plate - LSC

plane is twisted. Only one direction of the move is shown in the picture. Sloshing

and twisting are both periodic movements that can be described by period of the

move.

effects we focused on measurement of the vertical temperature profiles in Oberbeck-

Boussinesq (OB) and NOB case of room temperature air across the cylindrical cell

with aspect ratio Γ ∼ 1.

The experiment took place in the Barel of Ilmenau (at TU Ilmenau) which is

newly equipped with a technique using the fibre-optic temperature measurement

system Luna ODiSI-B (Optical Distributed Sensor Interrogator) for temperature

profiles measurements. The system permits to measure the temperatures along a

very thin glass fibre and seemed to be perfectly suited to measure vertical profiles in

the Barrel of Ilmenau. The temperature profile in RBC has not yet been measured

along the full cell height instantaneously and with such high spatial resolution in

any laboratory. The optical fibre system was a completely new equipment at the

BOI and both our team and the staff in Ilmenau had no former experience with this

method of temperature measurement. Thus to get the apparatus simply running was

a major experimental challenge. This was accomplished in relatively short time. The

system was supplemented with the two Pt100 vertically movable probes specially

designed by us for reference temperature profiles measurements. Opposite to Pt100

probes, the Luna ODISI-B is promising for the study of the time-dependence [10] of

temperature profiles and space-time temperature correlations [7].
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The first part of measurement was done in the period from the 12th February

2017 until the 31st March 2017. Then the data was evaluated and the measurement

setup was improved.. The rest of the measurements was done in the period from the

9th June 2017 until the 18th July 2017. Data were afterwards processed in Brno.

The primary goal of the EuHIT project is to advance the competitiveness of the

European turbulence research with special focus on providing the shared knowledge

or technological innovation. For this reason, all data measured during any EuHIT

project are collected in a freely accessible database TurBase [11]. In this work, we

will publish only representative results. All our findings and data will be published

in this database, including the Matlab scripts that were created during this work.

Part of the results will appear in the publication [12].

The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 1, equations describing RBC as

well as non-dimensional parameters for evaluation of RBC are introduced. Experi-

mental apparatus and both techniques, using Luna ODiSI-B and Pt100 probes, are

presented in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we present the experimental data obtained and

discuss them in comparison with available data from other experiments. Conclusions

are given in chapter 4.
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1 THEORY

1.1 Equations describing RBC

The motion of incompressible Newtonian fluid in gravitational field can be described

by Navier-Stokes (NS) equations:

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

inertial forces

= −∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure forces

+ µ∇2u︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous forces

+ ρg︸︷︷︸
buoyancy forces

, (1.1)

where u is the flow velocity, t is the time, ρ is the fluid density, p is the fluid

pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity, g represents the gravitational acceleration.

These equations represent conservation of momentum in the system.

By employing the OB approximation, we can rewrite the buoyancy term as (ρ0 +

∆ρ)g, where ∆ρ is representing the density variations from ρ0. Since we want to avoid

evaluation of this term based on local density, for small temperature differences, we

can further write ∆ρg = −ρ0α∆Tg, where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion

and ∆T is the temperature difference between plates. NS equations can thus be

rewritten as

ρ0

(
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

)
= −∇p+ µ∇2u + ρ0g − ρ0α∆Tg, (1.2)

To further simplify the situation, the so called ”pressure shift” [13] is introduced

into the buoyancy term as P = p+ ρ0gH, where H is the elevation. −∇p+ ρ0g can

be rewritten as −∇P . After dividing by ρ0 we get:

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = − 1

ρ0

∇P + ν∇2u− α∆Tg, (1.3)

where ν = µ/ρ0 is the kinematic viscosity.

The NS equations are always solved together with the continuity equation (1.4),

which represents the conservation of mass.

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1.4)

Under the OB approximation, the equation reduces to the incompressible form

∇ · u = 0. (1.5)

Since the motion in the system is caused by heat exchange, the equation of energy

conservation is expressed as:

∂T

∂t
+ u · ∇T = κ∇2T, (1.6)
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where κ is the thermal diffusivity. Equations 1.3, 1.5, 1.6 now represents the OB

system of equations for describing of OB RBC.

It is important to highlight that the OB approximation is not valid in case of

violation any of these conditions:

• Properties of fluid µ, α, ν, κ, λ, h are constant with temperature.

• Continuity equation is expressed in incompressible form.

• Density ρ in the buoyancy term is dependent on temperature as ρ = ρ0(1−αT ),

i.e. linearly.

1.2 Dimensionless quantities for description of RBC

To derive the non-dimensional NS equations, several appropriate scales must be

introduced to the system. These are listed in the table 1.1.

Tab. 1.1: Scales for non-dimensionalization of equations 1.3 and 1.6. It can be shown,

that free fall velocity U =
√
gαL∆T .

Characteristic scale Dimensionless variable

Length L r∗ = r
L
,∇∗ = L∇

Flow velocity U u∗ = u
U

Time T = L/U t∗ = t
T

= tU
L

Pressure P/ P ∗ = P
ρ0U2

Gravitational acceleration vector g z∗ = g
|g|

Neglect the last buoyancy term in equation 1.3 for a while. The NS equations

becomes
∂u∗

∂t∗
+ (u∗ · ∇∗)u∗ = −∇∗P ∗ +

1

Re
∇∗2u∗, (1.7)

where Re is Reynolds number, which quantifies if the viscous or inertial forces are

dominant in the flow. Low Re ∼ 1000 numbers are associated with laminar flows,

higher Re numbers are connected with turbulent flows with highly random eddies

and vortices. The structure of the turbulence should be very similar for systems with

same Re number, regardless of the size of a system.

When we account for the bouyancy term, we can derive the nondimensionalized

equations describing the RBC under the Boussinesq approximation from equations

1.3, 1.5, 1.6 as:

∂u∗

∂t∗
+ (u∗ · ∇∗)u∗ = −∇∗P ∗ +

√
Pr

Ra
∇∗2u∗ −∆Tz∗, (1.8)
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∂T ∗

∂t∗
+ u∗ · ∇∗T ∗ =

√
1

Pr ·Ra
∇∗2T ∗, (1.9)

∇∗ · u∗ = 0, (1.10)

where Ra is the Rayleigh number and Pr is the Prandtl number [14].

Rayleigh number is primarily connected with buoyancy flows. When Ra <

1078, heat transfer in the system is by conduction. If Ra exceeds the critical value,

heat transfer is mainly due to convection.

Prandtl number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. At

small Prandtl numbers Pr << 1 the thermal diffusivity dominates. At higher Pr

numbers the momentum diffusivity dominates.

Heat transfer efficiency is characterized by Nusselt number Nu = hL
λ

, where h

is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the flow and λ is the thermal conductivity

of the fluid. Nusselt number measures the ratio between heat transfer by convection

and conduction.

In reality, the experiments are often conducted in a cylindrical cell with a finite

diameter of the plates. The wall restrictions for the LSC - the boundary condition

are expressed by aspect ratio Γ = D/L, where D is the diameter of the cell.

Tab. 1.2: Overview of dimensionless numbers used in RBC.

Dimensionless number Mathematical definition Description

Reynolds number Re = UL
ν

Ratio of advection to diffusion

effects

Rayleigh number Ra = gα∆TL3

νκ
Ratio of buoyancy to viscosity

forces

Prandtl number Pr = ν
κ

Ratio of viscous to thermal di-

ffusion rates

Nusselt number Nu = hL
λ

Ratio of convective to con-

ductive heat flux

Aspect ratio Γ = D/L Geometrical parameter of the

cell
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1.3 Temperatures profiles in RBC

Very simple model of temperature profiles in RBC is proposed in [14]. For a nondi-

mensional system for which bottom and top plates are separated by unit distance

and are kept at temperatures 1 at the heating plate and 0 at the cooling plate,

we define planar average temperature Tp(z) = 〈T 〉xy, where 〈·〉xy denotes an average

over a plane at fixed height z. By experimental observations, Tp(z) ∼ 1/2 in the core

region, and it drops abruptly in the boundary layers. Tp(z) can be approximated as

Tp(z) =


1− z

2λT
, if 0 < z < λT ,

1/2, if λT < z < 1− λT ,
1− z
2λT

, if 1− λT < z < 1,

(1.11)

where λT is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer.

Fig. 1.1: A schematic diagram of the planar-averaged convection temperature profile

Tp(z) as a function of the vertical non-dimensional coordinate z/L. The temperature

drops sharply to 1/2 in the boundary layers. Green dash-dot line shows a conduction

profile. Adapted from [14].
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Fig. 1.2: Experimentally measured time-averaged temperature profile in glycerol as

a function of distance from the heating plate. The profile was measured at the

temperature of the top cooling plate Tt = 15 ◦C, temperature of the bottom heating

plate Tb = 94 ◦C and mean temperature Tm = 54.5 ◦C. The cell was cubic box with a

characteristic length L = 183 cm. Enlarged portion of the profile near the top plate

is in the inset. Every point was measured 20 min with sampling rate 5 Hz. Upper

scale is normalized distance z/L based on the length of the cell. Ra = 6.1× 108,

Pr = 500. [5]

The experimentally measured temperature profile (of vertical central axis) in the

glycerol is in the fig. 1.2. It can be seen, that temperature change in boundary layers

is very quick and not as sharp as in the fig. 1.1. Very significant is that the core

temperature Tc is higher than the mean temperature Tm = (Tb + Tt)/2, where Tb is

the temperature of the heating plate and Tt is the temperature of the cooling plate.

This shift is due to NOB effects described in the next chapter.
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1.4 Non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq effects

OB approximation was already introduced in chapter 1.1. In experiments, this ap-

proximation is assumed to be valid when the temperature variation of the density

ρ is less than a few percent and deviations of other fluid properties are very small.

In this case of OB RBC, the temperature drops on the top and bottom thermal

boundary layers are equal and turbulent core temperature Tc is equal to the mean

temperature Tm (see fig. 1.3 a). Temperature drops at the boundary layers can be

defined as ∆OB ≡ Tb − Tm = Tm − Tt. [15]

One of the experimentally observed effects at large temperature differences ∆T

is that temperature drop across the top ∆t = Tb − Tc and the bottom ∆b = Tc − Tt
thermal boundary layers become asymmetric. The asymmetry between boundary la-

yers naturally also shift core temperature from Tm = 1/2 on a non-dimensional scale

to slightly different value Tc (fig. 1.3 b). This deviations is due to Non-Oberbeck-

Boussinesq effects.

The comparison of vertical temperature profiles for OB and NOB RBC cases

are presented in fig. 1.3 c). The vertical thickness of the bottom BL is λb and the

vertical thickness of top BL is λt. From experiments [5, 15–17] we can observe that

Tc can be both higher or lower than Tm.

According to [16], the NOB effects significantly influence laminar boundary layers

and can be well described by an extension of the Prandtl-Blasius boundary layer

theory [18]. Authors points out that for most of published experiments [5,15–17,19],

was parameter of asymmetry χ ≡ ∆t/∆b higher than 1 for liquids and lower than

1 for gases. In most publications, χ has an increasing or decreasing trend with the

higher temperature difference between the plates. The authors give this explanation:

in liquids (∂µ/∂T )ρ < 0, where µ is the dynamic viscosity and ρ density, leads to

a thinner thermal BL between the centre and the hot bottom plate, implying an

enhanced centre temperature. For gases, however, the bottom viscous BL expands

due to the temperature dependence of the density, inducing also an extension of

the thermal BL between the hot bottom and the centre, thus implying a larger

temperature drop across that BL, i.e., a reduced centre temperature Tc.
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Fig. 1.3: Schematic illustration of the thermal boundary layers and vertical tempera-

ture profiles in RBC: a) Thermal boundary layers in OB RBC where the temperature

drops ∆OB on the top and bottom boundary layers are equal. The turbulent core

temperature Tc equals the mean temperature Tm. b) Thermal boundary layers in

NOB RBC, where the temperature drops on the top (∆t = Tc − Tt) and bottom

(∆b = Tb−Tc) layers are asymmetric. The turbulent core temperature Tc differs from

the mean temperature Tm. c) The vertical temperature profile in the OB (blue) and

NOB (red) RBC. λt and λb represents the thickness of the top and bottom boundary

layers.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.1 Barrel of Ilmenau

Barrel of Ilmenau (fig. 2.1) is a worldwide largest experimental facility for studying

highly turbulent convection using dry air as a working fluid. The facility is located in

the Ilmenau, Germany and operated by the Ilmenau University of Technology. [20]

Fig. 2.1: Experimental facility Barrel of Ilmenau is a worldwide largest experiment

for the study of highly turbulent convection in dry air. Diameter D = 7.15 m, height

L can be adjusted up to 6.3 m).

The arrangement of the experimental cell in BOI is illustrated in fig. 2.2. Closed

cylindrical cell (F, K) is filled with dry air (N). The free-hanging vertically movable

cooling plate (A) allows adjusting the distance from the bottom plate from 0.2 to

6.3 m. It is created from water-cooled aluminium plates made of 16 separate segments

each covering a sector of angle 22.5◦. The accuracy of the temperature set at the

plate is better than ±0.1 ◦C [6]. The bottom heating is composed of four layers (C, D,

E and overlay). The isolation is created by electrical underfloor heating system (D)

in a 5 cm concrete layer (C) which is isolated to the ground by 0.3 m polyurethane

plates (E). At the top is an overlay (which is not shown in the figure) above C layer

in which circulates a water. The temperature deviations of the hot plate are typically

less than ±1 % of the total temperature drop between the plates. At cooling plate,

the deviations are ±1.5 %. The perpendicularity of the plates alignment is lower

than 0.1◦. The volume of the cell at Γ = 1.13 is about 250 m. Technical data of the

Barrel are summarized in the table 2.1. For more detail information see [21,22].
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Fig. 2.2: Experimental cell of the BOI. [6]

Tab. 2.1: Technical data and physical parameters of the Barrel of Ilmenau. [20]

Diameter D 7.15 m

Adjustable height L 0.2...6.3 m

Temperature of the heating plate Tb 10...80 ◦C

Temperature of the cooling plate Tt 10...80 ◦C

Sidewall no heat flux

Working fluid dry air

Rayleigh number Ra 105...1012

Aspect ratio Γ 1.13...40

Prandtl number Pr 0.7

Nusselt number Nu ...650

Reynolds number Re ...3× 105

2.2 Luna ODiSI-B

Luna ODiSI-B is a system that uses a thin glass optical fibre as a sensor for distri-

buted temperature or strain measurements based on Rayleigh scattering, evaluated

by coherent Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (c-OFDR) combined with a

Mach Zehnder interferometer [23]. The resulting quantity indicated by the system

is called the “frequency shift” that is converted into a temperature information by

a suitable calibration (see sec. 3.3.3). In general, the system permits to measure the
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temperature profiles along the fibre with the length of up to 20 m with an acquisition

rate of 250 Hz and spatial resolution down to 1.25 mm in dependence on the type of

the system configuration. Detailed parameters of the system used in our experiments

are given in table 2.2.

The device itself consists mainly of a tunable laser with central wavelength

1546 nm that can be tuned over a range of 60 nm [24], fibre-based Mach-Zehnder

interferometer, two polarization sensitive detector and optical fibre sensor placed in

the area of interest [23]. The arrangement of the individual components of ODiSI-B

is shown in the fig. 2.3. The light from the continually tunable laser is split by the

optical coupler to the two legs of the optical interferometer. The light in the upper

measurement leg is guided by delay cable to the fibre sensor which is placed in the

area of interest. The strain and temperature differences acting on fibre sensor al-

ters the refractive index of the lattice structure – causes a spectral shift in Rayleigh

backscattering which passes through the same cable back to the delay cable and next

coupler as is indicated by arrows [25]. There it meets with light from bottom refe-

rence leg. The interference light is detected by two polarization sensitive detectors

(P, S). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the beat frequency of interferometer

legs allows to visualize multiple reflections at once and determined their locations.

The detected Rayleigh spectra for a specific location is then compared to the one

measured at stable conditions. Frequency shifts of Rayleigh spectra at individual lo-

cations are computed by crosscorrelation. With correct calibration, frequency shift

can be converted to relative temperature or strain. The key technologies that are

utilized in this device will be explained in more detail in next sections.

Fig. 2.3: Scheme of the main components of the ODiSI-B. [26]
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Tab. 2.2: Specification of ODiSI-B used in our experiment from datasheet [27].

Maximum sensor length 10 m

Spatial resolution 5.2 mm

Measurement temperature range −40...220◦C

Temperature resolution < 0.1 ◦C

Temperature repeatability ±0.01 ◦C

Data acqusition rate up to 100 Hz

2.2.1 Rayleigh scattering

For many years, fibre sensors are used for temperatures or strain measurements in

environments where electrical sensors could not be applicable. This involves appli-

cations with large electromagnetic field or hazardous environments. Fibre sensors

compared to classical point temperature/strain sensors allows to measure properties

along a large distance (to several km) with high spatial resolution (to few mm). For

a long time, the sensing was provided either by Brillouin or Raman scattering. In

last decade, the advantage of Rayleigh scattering with the c-OFDR technique starts

to be used. Very high performance was reported with this technique: a temperature

resolution 0.1 ◦C and spatial resolution of 2 mm [28].

Rayleigh scattering of light occurs at particles and inhomogeneities much smaller

than the wavelength of the light and can happen at individual atoms and molecules.

The amplitude of scattered light is proportional to the incoming light amplitude

like fourth power of the inverse wavelength Iscattered ∼ 1/λ4. Scattering under the

angle is described by 1 + cos θ, where θ is the scattering angle. From this relation,

we can see that forward and backward scattering (φ = 0 and φ = π, respectively)

are equally strong. [29]

For fibre sensing, mostly the silica glass fibres are used. Since this material

is amorphous, it contains random density perturbations in irregular microscopic

structure. The Rayleigh scattering takes advantage of this inhomogeneities and thus

no special modification of the fibre is needed.

In the measurement system, Rayleigh-based scattering is used only to track pro-

pagations effects of fibre sensor, which provide the real sensing mechanism. Such

effects can contain attenuation, gain, interference and polarization variation. This

phenomenon is the reason of main disadvantage of Rayleigh scattering over other

scattering techniques. Rayleigh signal is sensitive to many different physical fields -

besides temperature and strain also to humidity, microbending effects, pressure and

concentration of chemicals. In the measurement setup, it is very difficult to dampen

all others contributors and observe only one of interest. [30]
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2.2.2 Coherent optical frequency domain reflectometry

C-OFDR technique is based on the detection of a beat signal between the distributed

reflections from the fibre under the test (caused by Rayleigh backscatter, connectors,

etc.) and fixed Fresnel reflection (from local oscillator). Scheme of this technique

is in fig. 2.4. Linear frequency swept of the laser light allows to directly measure

beat frequencies on a distance scale. At the same time, normed square power for a

given beat frequency gives the reflectivity (and after calibration any other dependent

quantity) at the corresponding distance. In ODiSI-B was local oscillator replaced by

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. [31]

The measurement range of the c-OFDR is limited especially by the coherent

length of the laser due to signal fading and phase noise as it reduces dynamic range.

The spatial resolution along the fibre is limited by frequency excursion of the laser,

measurement range and number of points used. [31]

More about c-OFDR can be found in [32–34].

Fig. 2.4: Schematic set-up of the c-OFDR. Adapted from [31].
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2.3 Pt100 probes

Since ODiSI-B is capable to measure only relative temperatures, it was necessary to

measure also the absolute temperature at some known location along the fibre. For

this purpose, two Pt100 probes were prepared at Institute of Scientific Instruments

of the CAS (ISI). One probe was used for measuring in the region of bottom BL

and turbulent core. The second probe measured mainly in the region of top BL: up

to 30 cm below the cooling plate. Both probes were suspended on the feed cables

passing through the hole in the top plate and could be moved by hand via cables

up and down in parallel to the optical sensor.

Both probes are identical and their photo is in fig. 2.5. From the left of the figure,

both probes start with the gold tip for electrical contact with a copper plate that was

placed beneath the sensors on the surface of the heating plate. This closed circuit

served as ”touch”indicator because on 5 m distance was very difficult to determine

when the sensor is in contact with a heating plate. Above the tips on the golden

plate are placed Pt100 sensors in a horizontal position to lower the cross-section

of the sensors in the vertical direction. Pt100s were class A, produced by ZPA

EKOREG s.r.o., type 03 002 [35]. As the support elements, fibreglass rods with

a very low thermal conductivity were used. Phosphor bronze quad-lead wires from

Pt100 to cable connectors were purchased from Lakeshore, type WQL 36. To prevent

swinging caused by the 5 m cable, we placed two guide handles to the fibreglass and

connect them to fishing line vertically spread from heating to cooling plate. This

allowed the bottom sensor movement only in a vertical direction.

2.4 Experimental arrangement

Experimental arrangement in the Barel of Ilmenau is in fig. 2.6. ODiSI-B was placed

on the upper-cooling plate together with the data logger Agilent 34972A for Pt100

sensors. The optical fibre was placed either along the central axis of the cell or in the

side position approximately 1.4 m from wall to measure in the area of rising plumes.

In the horizontal distance 4 cm from fibre were placed two Pt100 sensors, one for

measuring in the bottom BL layer and core region and second for measurements in

the vicinity of the cooling plate. To exclude any strain acting on the optical fibre,

it was glued to the fishing line with small deflections, which allows spreading and

shrinking of polyimide coating of the fibre. Another fishing line was used for suppor-

ting lower Pt100 in the horizontal position. At the heating plate were fishing lines

fixed by two small screws and optical fibre sensor was bent and fixed with adhesive

tape, because last several centimetres of fibre cannot be used for measurements [24].
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Fig. 2.5: Lower Pt100 probe for the reference temperature profiles measurements

designed at ISI. a) The probe is shown from the front and back side. b) Detail view

on of the gold tip which serves as the electrical indicator of mechanical contact of the

probe with the bottom plate. Opposite to the tip, the small electrode made of the

copper sheet is installed on the surface of the bottom plate to secure the electrical

connection. c) Detail view of the Pt100 sensor fastened to the brass plate.
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Fig. 2.6: Schematic illustration of Luna ODISI-B and Pt100 probes installation in

the axis of BOI. Luna ODiSi-B system and data acquisition unit for Pt100 probes

were placed on an upper side of the top plate. The optical fibre passes through a hole

in the plate and is fixed to the bottom plate. Both Pt100 probes were suspended on

the feed cables passing through the hole in the top plate together with the fibre. The

upper Pt100 probe serves only for measurement of temperatures profiles across the

top boundary layer, whereas the lower Pt100 probe serves for measurement across

the bottom layer and in the turbulent core.
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Fig. 2.7: The arrangement of Luna ODISI-B in the space above the top plate. Optical

fibre sensor here enters the cell in the centre of the plate. The pipelines belong to

the water cooling system of the plate.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time order of all measurements is described in table 3.1. Measurements were

conducted within three runs:

• At the run 1, core temperature Tc in the centre of the cell was measured by one

Pt100 probe. The optical fibre was placed in the central axis wrapped around

the fishing line and the end of the fibre was fixed by adhesive tape (fig. 3.1).

Since the last few centimetres of the fibre cannot be used for measurements,

the heating plate boundary layer could not be measured. The results from the

ODiSI-B were greatly influenced by the strain in the fibre and were not further

evaluated.

• At the run 2, fibre attachment was improved by glueing it to the fishing line

with small bends to compensate for the temperature expansion (fig. 3.2) and

thus unwanted strain in ODiSI-B measurements. Reference temperatures for

calibration of ODiSI-B measurements were acquired by the two Pt100 probes

described in chapter 2.3, which could be moved along the fibre sensor. With

this new probes, it was possible to measure temperature profiles at vertical

axis with spatial resolution 5 mm.

• The experimental set-up of the run 3 was almost the same as Run 2, but the

properties of fluid were measured at vertical 1.4 m from the wall in a region of

raising wind flow. Before every measurement at the run 3, we visually tested

the direction of the wind by a window located in the middle of the cooling

plate and smoke from a small Christmas pyramid. By observations, sensors

were located in the region of the rising flow of LSC. Within an observation

time of 2 min, the smoke trace directed horizontally toward opposite side of

sensors and oscillated azimuthally within ∼ ±45◦ degrees around the plane

created by the cell axis and sensors.

At run 1, ODiSi-B recorded temperature profiles along the fibre sensor with

frequency 100 Hz for 90 min. Since the file size of the measurement was too big to be

handled effortlessly, at Run 2 and 3 the frequency of recorded profiles was lowered

to 10 Hz. The frequency of Pt100 measurements was always 10 Hz.

Stabilization time of the cell after the change in temperatures of the plates was at

least 2 days. During this time was monitored temperature Tc and the measurements

were conducted only after its stabilization.

All points in the table 3.1 were set with Tm = 30 ◦C except three derogations.

First is at run 1 at ∆T = 40 ◦C. Since the cooling plate could not be set bellow

13 ◦C, we changed the Tb to 53 ◦C and Tm was thus 33 ◦C. Second exception is at run

2 at second reference measurement with ∆T = 0 ◦C and Tb = Tt = 20 ◦C which was

used for calibration of ODiSI-B. Last exception is at run 2, ∆T = 35 ◦C where water
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condensed at cooling plate because of high humidity in ambient air and Tc deviates

bellow Tm. This was not observed for any other measurement with ∆T > 5 ◦C.

Fig. 3.1: Details of fastening the optical fibre sensor to the heating plate for run 1.

Fig. 3.2: Details of fastening the optical fibre sensor to the heating plate for run 2

and 3, where was also possible to measure the bottom BL.
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Tab. 3.1: An overview of all measurements. The order of entries corresponds to the

time sequence of execution. Run 1 was used only for Tc evaluation. In run 2 and 3

fixing of the optical fibre sensor was improved and two movable Pt100 probes were

installed in parallel to fibre.

∆T (◦C) Tb(
◦C) Tt(

◦C) Tc(
◦C) Tm(◦C) Tc − Tm (Tc − Tm)/∆T Ra

Run 1 - middle axis of barrel

0 30,00 30,00 30,12 30,00 0,12

1 30,50 29,52 30,06 30,01 0,05 0,05 1,09E+10

2 31,00 29,01 30,17 30,01 0,16 0,08 2,18E+10

5 32,49 27,49 30,19 29,99 0,20 0,04 5,45E+10

10 34,98 25,01 30,36 30,00 0,37 0,04 1,09E+11

15 37,50 22,50 30,51 30,00 0,51 0,03 1,64E+11

20 40,00 19,99 30,73 30,00 0,73 0,04 2,18E+11

25 42,51 17,51 30,87 30,01 0,86 0,03 2,73E+11

30 45,00 15,02 31,09 30,01 1,08 0,04 3,27E+11

35 47,50 12,51 31,26 30,01 1,25 0,04 3,82E+11

40 53,02 12,99 34,25 33,01 1,25 0,03 4,17E+11

0 30,02 30,03 29,88 30,03 -0,14

2 31,00 28,99 30,04 30,00 0,05 0,02 2,18E+10

20 40,00 20,01 30,66 30,01 0,65 0,03 2,18E+11

Run 2 - middle axis of barrel

0 30,00 30,01 29,67 30,01 -0,33

0 20,00 20,00 19,99 20,00 -0,01

0 30,02 30,00 29,77 30,01 -0,24

2 31,00 29,01 29,84 30,01 -0,17 -0,08 1,81E+10

5 32,50 27,50 29,74 30,00 -0,26 -0,05 4,53E+10

20 39,99 20,00 30,46 30,00 0,46 0,02 1,81E+11

5 32,49 27,47 29,95 29,98 -0,03 -0,01 4,53E+10

35 47,49 12,50 29,23 30,00 -0,77 -0,02 3,17E+11

Run 3 - 1.4 m from side wall, vertical position

0 30,01 30,00 29,62 30,01 -0,39

5 32,50 27,49 30,09 30,00 0,09 0,02 4,53E+10

20 40,00 19,99 30,93 30,00 0,94 0,05 1,81E+11

30 44,99 15,00 31,14 30,00 1,14 0,04 2,72E+11
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3.1 Properties of air around measurement point

Fig. 3.3: Saturation vapour curve of the dry air and measurement point. The plate

temperatures (blue crosses for different Tt, red crosses for Tb and black circle for Tm)

are very distant from saturation curve (black) and critical point (red). Properties of

the air should thus weakly depend on the temperature.

The saturation vapour curve of the air and measurement points are in fig. 3.3.

Since the measurements were done in the temperature range from 10 to 50 ◦C at

ambient pressure, the properties of the air varied within 10− 20% as can be seen in

fig. 3.4. Properties were nondimensionalized as (X(T ) − X(Tm))/X(Tm), where X

is a given property and Tm = 30 ◦C. The strongest dependence on temperature can

be seen in term α/νκ which occurs in calculation of Ra number. Comparison of the

properties for different fluids (glycerol, SF6, He) can be found in [15–17].
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Fig. 3.4: Dimensionless properties of air. Property X was nondimensionalized as

(X(T )−X(Tm))/X(Tm). α/νκ is the term occurring in the calculation of Ra number.
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3.2 Core temperature measurements

At all measurements, core temperatures Tc were recorded by one Pt100 probe located

in the vertical centre of the cell. The deviations of these temperatures at higher

temperature differences ∆T from Tm can be first sign on NOB effects.

Fig. 3.5: Dependence of the core temperatures Tc measured by Pt100 probes on

temperature difference ∆T between the plates (bottom axis) and Ra number (upper

x axis). Points from run 1 with ∆T ≥ 5 ◦C are shown as green filled squares, green

line is a linear fit through these points. Data from run 1 with ∆T < 5 ◦C are

shown as empty green squares. Blue triangles are Tc temperatures from run 2. At all

measurements the Tm was set to 30 ◦C. Points are average from 90 min measurements

with frequency 10 Hz.

Fig. 3.5 shows the dependence of Tc on temperature difference ∆T between the

plates and Ra number (upper axis). Since the temperatures set at the plates are
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much more homogeneous for ∆T ≥ 5 ◦C because the pumps distributing the water

along the plates could work at full power, a linear fit was conducted through the

green filled squares from run 1. At our applied temperature difference, it is possible

to describe dependence of Tc on ∆T as Tc = Tm+α(Tm)∆T , where α(Tm) is constant

at a given Tm. Similar linear dependence to Ra = 2× 1013 was measured by [36].

This measurement suggests that strong NOB effects should be possible to observe

in our data.

Fig. 3.6: Deviation of the core temperatures Tc from the mean temperatures Tm di-

vided by temperature difference between the plates ∆T as a function of ∆T resp.

Ra (upper x axis). Points are average from 90 min measurements with frequency

10 Hz. Symbols and colours corresponds with the fig. 3.5, green squares (run 1, filled

for ∆T ≥ 5 ◦C and empty for ∆T < 5 ◦C) and blue triangles (run 2) were measured

in the middle of the central axis. Deviation are relatively uniform from ∆T > 5 ◦C.

Irregularity bellow and at 5 ◦C are probably caused by inaccurate temperature dis-

tribution at the plates.
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Deviations of the core temperature Tc from mean temperature Tm divided by

temperature difference ∆T between the plates as a function of ∆T resp. Ra (upper

horizontal axis) are in fig. 3.6. Large scatter of deviations at smaller ∆T is probably

due to insufficient temperature distribution across the plates. Big deviation at the

point from run 2, ∆T = 35 ◦C was caused by water condensation at the cooling

plate. Water condensation altered the heat transfer at the cooling plate and thus

changed temperature profile. Uniformity of deviations within span of ∆T = 5−40 ◦C

corresponds to linear dependence in fig. 3.5.
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3.3 Temperature profiles

This chapter presents a measurement of the temperature profiles at two different

verticals in the cell. Firstly, temperature profiles measured by Pt100 probes will be

evaluated. This profiles will be then used for calibration of ODiSI-B. Calibration pro-

cess will be described in the chapter 3.3.3. The last section presents the comparison

between the temperature profiles measured with both methods.

3.3.1 Temperature profiles by Pt100 probes

Comparison of time-averaged temperature profiles by Pt100 probes 〈TPt(z)〉 for two

measurements at ∆T = 20 ◦C is in fig. 3.7. Two profiles were measured. One along

the middle axis (Run 2, central position) and the other along a vertical 1.4 m from

the side wall (Run 3, side position). The temperature of the side profile is higher

along the full length of the cell which is reasonable as the side position corresponds

to the position of raising hot flow. The uncertainties of the temperature profiles are

in fig. 3.8. The standard deviation σPt(z) for every point was computed from 1 min

measurements with frequency 10 Hz as

σPt(z) =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

|TPt(z)− 〈TPt(z)〉|2, (3.1)

where N is the number of measured values. In BL layers region, the uncertainty

drastically increased.

To be able to compare our data with other cells, we used two non-dimensional

parameters from the work of Ahlers et al. [37]. First one is a non-dimensional tem-

perature

Θ(z, r) ≡ 〈T (z, r, t)〉t − Tm
∆T

, (3.2)

where r is the radial position from central axis. The second one is the non-dimensional

parameter for radial position

ξ ≡ R− r
R

, (3.3)

where R is the diameter of the cell.

Temperature profiles data from run 2 and 3 acquired by Pt100 probes are plot-

ted in fig. 3.9. Temperatures Θ(z, r) are shown as a function of a non-dimensional

distance from the heating plate z/L, where L is the height of the cell. The tempe-

rature profiles at the central axis are marked as triangles and for the side position
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Fig. 3.7: Time-averaged temperature profiles 〈TPt(z)〉 as a function of distance z

from the bottom of the heating plate measured by Pt100 probes (∆T = 20 ◦C;

Ra = 2.18× 1011). The vertical dashed black lines indicate the location of the cell

centre and the plates position. The blue filled triangles represent the measurements

along the central axis of the cell, the red filled circles represent the measurements

along the axis 1.4 m away from the cell sidewall. The inset shows detailed view on

the profiles in the region of the bottom boundary layer. The solid horizontal lines

represent the mean temperatures of the top (Tt - blue line) and bottom (Tb - red line)

plates. The points are average from 1 min measurements with frequency 10 Hz. [12]

as circles. Two profiles at the central axis deviate from prevailing trend of tempe-

rature Θ > 0 in the core region as can be seen in this inset. For Ra = 5.45× 1010

(∆T = 5 ◦C) this is probably caused by low temperature difference and insufficient

flow stabilization in the Barrel. For Ra = 3.82× 1011 (∆T = 35 ◦C) the difference

is caused by water condensation at the cooling plate.

To find out the influence of the wall on the temperature profiles measured in the

side position, we compared our data with data from Ahlers et al. in fig. 3.10. In this

work authors used sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) with very similar Pr = 0.8, but different

aspect ratio Γ = 0.5. Ra number in their work covered range from 1012 − 1014 and
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sensors were nearer to the side wall (ξ = 0.268). By comparison of our data with

ξ = 0.3846 (circles) and data from Goettingen with ξ = 0.2680 (black and orange

squares) we can see that the slope of points in the core region is much bigger for data

from Goettingen and thus our side measurement is not highly affected by sidewalls.

Fig. 3.8: Standard deviation σPt(z) of temperatures from fig. 3.7 measured by Pt100

probes at ∆T = 20 ◦C (Ra = 2.18× 1011) at central axis (blue triangles) and 1.4 m

from the wall (red circles). The standard deviation are computed from 1 min mea-

surements with frequency 10 Hz.

The BL region was in detail measured by du Puits et al. [21]. In the fig. 3.11 we

show the comparison of the temperature profiles at both plates as the function of

z/L. In this case, Θ was computed as

Θb(z) = 2[Tb − T (z)]/[Tb − Tt] (3.4)

for heating plate and

Θt(z) = 2[T (z)− Tt]/[Tb − Tt] (3.5)

for cooling plate. The data of du Puits et al. were measured by glass encapsula-

ted microthermistors of size 125 µm, in the vertical direction. For reference, vertical
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Fig. 3.9: Temperatures profiles measured by Pt100 probes plotted as dependence of

non-dimensional temperature Θ on height og cell z/L. Profiles from run 2 - central

axis are depicted as triangles, profiles from run 3 - side position are shown as circles.

Cooling (heating) plate is marked as blue (red) line. Inset shows the core region in

more detail.

dimension of our Pt100 probe was ∼ 1 mm. The temperatures measured by micro-

thermistors are average from 90 min with frequency 200 Hz, the vertical region of

the measurements was from 70µm to 150 mm.

One of the definitions of BL thickness uses the intersection of the mean tempera-

ture gradient at the wall with the asymptotic bulk temperature [10,38]. In our case,

the first one is led by points in BL layer and temperature of the desk, second goes

through points in the core region. The intersection of these two curves then defines

the thickness of the BL. This definition is used in fig. 3.12, where two temperature

profiles are plotted for ∆T = 20 ◦C at the heating plate, blue triangles corresponds

to the position at the central axis and red circles to the side position. Both linear fits

are shown as blue or red dashed lines for central axis or side position, respectively.

In the inset, the resulting BL thickness is delimited with green and gray dash-dot

lines for central (λb = 5.87 mm) and side position (λb = 8.67 mm).
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison of measurements by Pt100 probes and measurements for di-

fferent radial position from [37]. Circles mark side position measurements from run

3, squares are digitalized experimental points of Ahlers et al from the cell located

in Goettingen. These profiles are substantially tilted at the core region.

Dependence of the BL thickness λb, λt on the temperature difference ∆T is in

the fig. 3.13. Triangles correspond to central axis measurements and circles to side

position. Blue points are the BL thickness λb at the cooling plate, red points show the

BL thickness λt at the heating plate. The overall trend of increased thickness at the

cooling plate region and decreased thickness at the heating plate region corresponds

to the measured dependence of Tc at ∆T in the fig. 3.5. The higher core temperature

Tc corresponds to higher temperature difference and thickness in the cooling plate

BL and visa versa for heating plate BL. In the case of water condensation, there is

a drastic increase of the BL thickness.
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Fig. 3.11: Comparison of the BL temperature profiles with [21]. Aspect ration Γ was

set ∼ 1.5 at both experiments. Blue and red triangles were measured by du Puits et

al., blue and red circles are our measurements for the central axis with ∆T = 5 ◦C.

Both temperature profiles at heating plates Θb and cooling plates Θt correspond to

each other very well. It can be seen that du Puits et al. measured the BL region

with much higher spatial resolution.
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Fig. 3.12: Enlarged fig. 3.7. Thicknesses of the BL layers λb, λt are determined as

intersection of the linear fits to T (z) dependence near the plate and in the core

region. Resulting BLs for ∆T = 20 ◦C are delimited with green and gray dash dot

lines.
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Fig. 3.13: BL thickness at heating (λb) and cooling (λt) plate for all measurements

from run 2 (triangles) and 3 (circles) with ∆T 6= 0 from table 3.1. The BL layer was

greatly enhanced in the case of water condensation at cooling plate.
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3.3.2 Frequency shift and taring

In this chapter will be mostly presented results of ODiSI-B measurements. First of

all, it was necessary to find out what is the best possible processing of these measure-

ments. Software supplied with the device allows direct conversion of frequency shift,

which is basic quantity measured by ODiSI-B, to relative temperature. Nevertheless,

during the run 1 we find out that this conversion at least in current experimental

setup does not correspond with Pt100 probes measurements. The difference in some

cases was higher than 10 ◦C. After the email correspondence with a representative

of the ODiSI-B producer in Germany, we decided to perform own calibration of the

device for the correct conversion of frequency shift to temperature. The manufactu-

rer was familiar with the fact, that conversion is not strictly linear in most cases (as

supposes implementation in the device) and sent us a document [39], which describes

how this calibration should be done. This document was uploaded to Turbase data-

base [11], where the rest of data is possible to download. The linear conversion from

frequency shift ∆f (GHz) to temperature difference ∆T (◦C) delivered by producer

is approximately

∆T ∼ −0.801

( ◦C

GHz

)
∆f. (3.6)

”Raw”frequency shift ∆f - without any postprocessing from the user side is plot-

ted in the fig. 3.14a for the central axis and in the fig. 3.14b for the side position as

function of the time t and the length zf along the fibre sensor. To distinguish clearly

the flow structures we plotted only 1000 s time window from 5400 s measurements.

The value of frequency shift is expressed by colours. The red colours describe the

lowest frequency shifts and the highest temperatures (eq. 3.6). Blue colours describe

the highest frequency shifts and the lowest temperatures. Heating plate is located

at z = 0 m and cooling plate at z = 5 m, ∼ 30 cm of the fibre was ”lost”in bends

between fixating points and a heating plate (see fig. 3.2). Direction zf in the ODiSI-

B measurement therefore accurately describes location at the fibre sensor, not the

distance from the heating plate. Artefacts of the optical fibre sensor can be seen

at both figures as horizontal lines along the entire time axis. These lines probably

correspond to some degraded parts of the optical fibre sensor that gives constantly

altered the signal.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.14: Dependence of the frequency shift ∆f on the time t and position z on

the fibre sensor for ∆T = 20 ◦C a) run 2 - central axis b) run 3 - side position. The

frequency shift is expressed by colour map, low frequency shift (high temperatures)

are shown by red colours and vice versa, high frequency shifts (low temperatures)

are shown by blue colours. By comparison of these two plots it is visible that the

overall core temperature was higher at side position.
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To exclude any other phenomena (strain, microbending) than temperature from

the ODiSI-B measurements, it is important to subtract a reference measurement

called tare. By this technique is it possible to remove artefacts of the fibre sensor

and acquire the relative values of temperature profile to some known point, which

in our case should be core measurement by Pt100. In the case of known calibration,

this procedure would secure the absolute temperatures along the fibre sensor.

Taring process for the central axis is shown in fig. 3.15. All windows show the

dependence of frequency shift at the position on the fibre sensor z from the bottom

plate. In the upper windows, the reference measurement (tare) is shown, which was

measured at equal temperatures at both plates Tb = Tt = 30 ◦C. In the middle

window, mean frequency shift measured at ∆T = 20 ◦C is plotted. Both curves were

measured 90 min by frequency 10 Hz. The lower plot shows tared frequency shift

which was created by subtracting the reference measurement from mean frequency

shift.

In the core region, this curve should be relatively linear as can be seen from Pt100

probe measurements, which do not correspond with the increased frequency shift

region from zf > 3 m. We acknowledge that fluctuations along the fibre sensor are

much smaller in a tared curve, but the overall trend is better in the raw measurement

in the middle window. Note that for smaller ∆T measurements, the overall trend

after tare was much more curved. The same figure for side position is in the fig.

3.16. Tared frequency shift again deviates from constant core region at zf > 3 m.

For both central and side position, the ∆f in the core region is lower than zero,

which correctly corresponds with Tc > Tm.
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Fig. 3.15: Representation of the taring process for central axis, ∆T = 20 ◦C. All

graphs show dependence of frequency shift on the height zf along the fibre sensor.

Upper window shows reference measurement, so called ”tare”, measured at steady

conditions in the cell with Tm = Tt = Tb = 30 ◦C. In the middle window, mean

frequency shift at ∆T = 20 ◦C is plotted. By subtracting the upper tare measurement

from middle one with applied temperature difference, we acquire tared frequency

shift in bottom window. This curve should represent frequency shift without any

artefacts from strain or perturbated structure in the fiber. However, the core region

is not constant as the ones shown in temperature profiles obtained by Pt100 probes

(fig. 3.7).
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Fig. 3.16: Representation of the taring process for side position, ∆T = 20 ◦C, arran-

gement and description are the same as in the fig. 3.15.
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3.3.3 Calibration

Measurement at the side position with ∆T = 30 ◦C was chosen for representation of

the calibration because with large temperature difference the other influences from

the strain, humidity or fibre sensor perturbations significantly lesser contribute to

the measured frequency shift. Visualization of one of very simple possible calibrations

is in fig. 3.17. Again the mean frequency shift as the function of position z from the

heating plate is plotted. Three blue points illustrate the points which were used for

calibration. Two of them are located at the plates and were measured by sensors

located inside the plates, which are part of the BOI apparatus. The third point

is used from core measurements, which are depicted for example in the fig. 3.5.

Since the temperatures are known in these three points, they create the three points

calibration covering full temperature span in the Barrel. In this calibration, we

suppose that the optical fibre sensor has the temperature of its environment (plates,

core). The calibration curve is shown in the inset as the dependence of temperature

of calibration points 〈TCal(z)〉 at mean frequency shift 〈∆f〉t. Even with this easy

calibration process, the calibration curve is not linear, as the manufacture propose.

Author is well aware of the more sophisticated calibration processes, that would

use all temperature points measured by Pt100 probes, but since the BL thickness is

only order of cm, it is very difficult to assign exactly the position zf on the optical

fibre sensor to the height z of the Pt100 probe above the heating plate (see the

installation of the fibre sensor in the BOI in run 2 and 3, fig. 3.2).
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Fig. 3.17: The time-averaged frequency shift as a function of the vertical distance

z from the bottom plate (∆T = 30 ◦C, Ra = 3.27× 1011) measured in a vertical

1.4 m from the cell side wall. In this plot the position on the optical fibre sensor

was converted to the height above the heating plate. The vertical dashed black

lines indicate the location of the cell centre and the positions of the plates. The

inset represents a calibration curve used for transformation of the time-averaged

frequency shift to the time-averaged temperature 〈T (z)〉. The red curve is second

order polynomial fit of the three selected data points shown as blue squares. The

temperature 〈Tcal(z)〉 of the middle point was measured by the lower Pt100 probe,

the other two points were measured by sensors placed in plates.
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3.3.4 Temperature profiles by ODiSI-B

Temperature profile created by applying the calibration curve in the fig. 3.17 to a

frequency shift in the same measurement is depicted in the fig. 3.18 and compared

with Pt100 probe measurement. As can be seen in the inset, the temperatures in

the BL region, which was the main region of our interest, do not match very well.

From this reason, we decided to use ODiSI-B measurements mainly for evaluation

of correlation functions of fluctuations described in the next chapter, which can be

evaluated directly using negative values of the frequency shift.

Fig. 3.18: Comparison of the time-averaged temperatures measured by Luna ODiSI-

B (green solid curve, filled green circles) and Pt100 probes (blue filled triangles) as a

function of distance z from the bottom plate (∆T = 30 ◦C, Ra = 3.27× 1011). Both

profiles were measured at side position. The vertical dashed black lines indicate the

location of the cell centre and the plates. The solid horizontal lines represent the

time-averaged temperatures of the top (Tt - blue line) and bottom (Tb - red line)

plates. The horizontal dotted black line corresponds to the time-averaged mean plate

temperature Tm. The dashed black line represents the time-averaged turbulent core

temperature Tc measured in the cell centre by Pt100 probe. [12]
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3.4 Fluctuations and coherent structures

In this section will be evaluate correlation functions from ODiSI-B measurement to

find out some of the wind (LSC) properties.

3.4.1 Detrended frequency shift

To acquire only temperature fluctuations along the fibre sensor and prepare data for

the correlation computation, we removed the piecewise linear trend from the data

by using a Matlab function called detrend. The time piece of detrend was 1080 s -

every 5400 s dataset was divided to 5 sections. Temperature fluctuations ∆fdet along

the fibre sensor can be seen in the fig. 3.19a for central axis and in fig. 3.19b for side

position, ∆T = 20 ◦C. Again the 1000 s time windows are plotted at horizontal axis,

position zf on the optical fibre sensor is plotted at vertical axis and fluctuations are

depicted by colours, where the red colour corresponds to the lowest frequency shift

fluctuations - the highest temperature fluctuations and vice versa for blue colours.

At side position, fluctuations are stronger, which corresponds with the location of

the fibre sensor in the region of rising flow of LSC.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.19: Detrended frequency shift ∆fdet for 20 ◦C a) run 2 - central axis, b) run

3 - side axis. The horizontal axis shows time window of 1000 s, vertical axis depicts

the position zf at the optical fibre sensor and detrended frequency shift is shown by

colours. The lowest frequency shift - the highest temperatures are depicted by red

colours and vice versa for blue colours. a) We can see nearly vertical structures of

warm (red and yellow) blurred strips with the repetition time of about 110 s. b) The

repetition time of blurred strips is about 70 s at side position in uprising flow. The

observed inclination of strips means that upper part of the fibre sensor is warmed

(or cooled) later than its lower part, with the delay of about half of strips repetition

time (∼ 30 s). Extremal temperatures, both hot and cold, are near each plate. At

middle the temperatures are rather moderate.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.20: Detrended frequency shift ∆fdet at selected locations as function of time

for 20 ◦C a) run 2 - central axis, b) run 3 - side axis. The horizontal axis shows time

window of 1000 s. Positions z are depicted at right vertical axis. Individual positions

are shifted by offset of 3. a) ∆fdet fluctuates weakly at positions near the plates and

in the middle of the cell (z = 2.350 m). The position z = 4.710 m corresponds to

the hole in the cooling plate for fibre sensor entrance to the cell, which probably

little altered the structure of the BL at this position. b) At both z = 2.350 m and

z = 4.710 m the ∆fdet fluctuates much more than in the core at the central axis.
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3.4.2 Autocorrelation and crosscorrelation

Correlation functions CC were computed from the detrended signals in fig. 3.20 by

Matlab function CCxy(τ) = xcorr(X, Y ) = E(Xn+mY
∗
n ) = E(XnY

∗
n−m), where X

and Y are signals in different positions x, y along the fibre sensor. The time delay

τ = m/f , f is the sampled frequency, m is the index of sample, N is a number of the

samples and −N < m < N , index n = 1...N , asterisk denotes complex conjugation

and E expresses the mean value [40]. Since ODiSI-B measured only real values of

signal Y = Y ∗. Autocorrelation is computed as xcorr(X,X). In the case of presented

crosscorrelation, the signals X are taken from the upper (colder) part of the cell

(z > 2.35) while Y are time record from the lower (hot) part z < 2.35. Positions

of the signal Y in CC calculations have mirror symmetry with the respect to the

horizontal middle plane of the cell. Crosscorrelation function is calculated at each

position z′ from 0 to L/2 as CC(τ, z′) = xcorr(X(zf = L/2+z′), Y (zF = L/2−z′)),
where zf is the position at optical fibre sensor.

First figure 3.21 is shown only to introduce a rough idea about the structure of

autocorrelation coefficient AC = CCxx. Figure 3.22 presents top view of two previous

figures. In these figures it is clearly visible, that the distance between neighbouring

peaks of autocorrelation function is ∼ 120 s along the cell axis and about two times

shorter than near the sidewall (∼ 55 s). Both values approximately correspond with

repetition time of warm strips observed in fig. 3.20. AC at selected positions from

fig. 3.22 are plotted in fig. 3.23. 1

Crosscorrelation function CC is plotted in the fig. 3.24, 3.25. Structure of these

figures is similar, but the distance z′ is now measured from the middle height of the

cell. Crosscorrelation was always computed from signals equally distant from middle

plane of the cell. First fig. 3.24 again gives an only rough image of the structure of the

crosscorrelation coefficient in dependence on the τ and distance z′ from the middle

plane. At the distance z′ = 0, the coefficient is very near to 1, because the signals are

very close to each other, they approach autocorrelation function. Selected locations

from the plots are shown in the fig. 3.26. Two very interesting phenomena visible

in the fig. 3.25 are splitting of crosscorrelation function at the plates in the central

position and inclination of the crosscorrelation function in τ at side position.

1At lag τ = 0 we can see sharp spikes in AC functions (3.21 and 3.23) which are characteristics

of random signal (”white noise”). These are conspicuous especially for records taken in the core

(middle axis, zf = 2.35 m, fig. 3.23a) and always where the fluctuations of recorded signal are small

(see also fig. 3.20a). This fact we interpret as contribution of background noise of the measurement

method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.21: Autocorrelation function AC for 20 ◦C, a) central axis, b) side position.

Lag τ and the distance zf along the fibre sensor are depicted at horizontal axes.

The value of autocorrelation is depicted on the vertical axis as well as colours. The

span of the colour bar was lower to highlight lesser peaks - all values > 0.2 (0.4)

are bright yellow and all values < −0.1 (−0.2) are dark blue for central axis (side

position). This figure gives a rough idea of autocorrelation function structure. Top

views of the plots are in the fig. 3.22.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.22: Autocorrelation function for 20 ◦C, a) central axis b) side position. Hori-

zontal axis shows time delay τ (lag) between a correlated phenomena, vertical axis

depicts the distance z from the heating plate. The intensity of autocorrelation is

depicted by colours. Span of the colour bar was lower to highlight lesser peaks - all

values > 0.2 (0.4) are bright yellow and all values < −0.1 (−0.2) are dark blue for

central axis (side position). Due to high computational demands on visualization

only every 30th point in lag was plotted from the calculated values.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.23: Autocorrelation function AC for selected locations as a function of lag τ

for 20 ◦C, a) central axis, b) side position. Individual non-dimensional positions are

shifted by offset 1 and depicted at right vertical axis.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.24: Dependence of crosscorrelation coefficient CC on τ and distance z′ for

20 ◦C a) central axis b) side position. Crosscorrelation was always computed from

signals equally distant from middle horizontal plane of the cell. The span of the

colour bar was lower to highlight lesser peaks - all values > 0.2 (0.4) are bright

yellow and all values < −0.1 (−0.2) are dark blue for central axis (side position).

Top view of this figure is in the fig. 3.25.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.25: Dependence of crosscorrelation coefficient CC on τ and distance z′ from

the vertical middle of the cell for 20 ◦C a) central axis b) side position from top view.

Span of the colour bar was lower to highlight lesser peaks - all values > 0.2 (0.4)

are bright yellow and all values < −0.1 (−0.2) are dark blue for central axis (side

position). a) Notice the split of crosscorrelation function in the BL region. b) Notice

the inclination of the higher correlated structures from the vertical axis.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.26: Dependence of crosscorrelation coefficient CC on τ for selected distances

z′ from the horizontal middle plane of the cell for ∆T = 20 ◦C and a) central axis,

b) side position.
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3.4.3 Characteristics of coherent structures

We observed coherent structures of temperature field in RBC flow as periodically

repeated peaks (maxima and minima) in autocorrelation (AC) and crosscorelation

(CC) functions. Data were obtained and processed for all measurements. In this

work, we present results for ∆T = 20 ◦C.

Regular structure of peaks was observed along the all height of the cell and

within the time span at least 500 s (correlation between events up to 500 s or even

more distant from each other was observed). See figs. 3.21 - 3.26.

Four time periods characterizing coherent structures of temperature field were

observed. Time period of maxima (minima) repetition in AC and CC of tempe-

rature fluctuations ∼ 53 s (side position, along the whole cell height) and ∼ 110 s

(central position, along the whole cell height). Time lag between neighbouring ma-

xima (minima) in CC of the records taken at plates ∼ 30 s at side position. Time

distance between peaks in doublets in CC of the records taken at plates ∼ 40− 50 s

at central axis.

It was found in the previous experiment [21], that typical LSC wind velocity in

BOI is v = 0.35 m/s at Ra = 5.2× 1010, Γ = 2.00. If we account the same speed for

Γ = 1.5, period of LSC circulation for rectangular path along the side walls can be

obtained as TLSC = (2D+ 2L)/v = (2× 7.15 + 2× 4.7)/0.35 = 67 s. In our case this

time will be probably little lower, due to higher Ra number in most of experiments

(higher velocity of the flow). From measurements of several temperatures at the side

walls in other works (for a review see for example [7]) it was found out that in a

cell with Γ = 1, LSC dynamics consists of two coherent oscillations (sloshing and

twisting) characterized with one common period. Interpretation of time constants

of here observed structures in AC and CC should be done in comparison with the

results of other works studying dynamics of RBC flow and with the results obtained

in this experiment for other Rayleigh numbers. This exceeds frame of this work.
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4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work is a first experiment utilizing Optical Distributed Sensor Interrogator

Luna ODiSI-B for measurements of temperature profiles and temperature fluctuati-

ons in Rayleigh-Bénard convection across the whole height of the experimental cell,

involving the turbulent core and the region of the thermal boundary layers. Mea-

surements were conducted in Barrel of Ilmenau (BOI) in Germany, containing the

cylindrical experimental cell with a diameter of 7.15 m and the height of 4.7 m (the

aspect ratio Γ = 1.5) The cell is filled with dry air used as a working fluid. Data

were post-processed at Institute of Scientific Instruments (ISI) of the CAS.

The Luna ODiSI-B should enable to measure the temperature profile with a high

spatial resolution of 5 mm and profiles frequency up to 100 Hz along a very thin glass

optical fibre sensor with the length of 5 m. This system has not yet been used in

any RBC experiments in the past and the temperature profiles in RBC have not yet

been measured along the full cell height instantaneously and with such high spatial

resolution in any laboratory.

The Luna ODISI-B system was supplemented with two vertically movable Pt100

probes specially designed at the Institute of Scientific Instruments of the CAS (ISI)

for reference measurements of the temperature profiles. The lower Pt100 probe was

used for the measurement in the region of the bottom boundary layer and turbulent

core, the upper Pt100 probe was used only for measurement in the region of the

top boundary layer. Both Pt100 probes were suspended on the feed cables passing

through the hole in the top plate. The probes could be moved by hand via cables

up and down.

The measurements using of both techniques, Luna ODiSI-B and Pt100 probes,

were performed at two verticals: along the cell axis and a vertical line displaced 1.4 m

from the side wall (side position). The Rayleigh number Ra during the measurements

span from 1× 1010 to 2× 1011.

Temperature profiles, measured by two movable Pt100 probes atRa = 5.45× 1010

well agreed with detail measurements of boundary layers (BLs) temperature profiles

recorded in [21] at BOI. Profiles measured at side position were compared to data

from Goettingen (SF6) obtained in the vicinity of the side wall [37]. Asymmetry of

BL layers due to NOB effects was observed both in the measurements of core tempe-

ratures Tc and the temperature profiles. The recorded temperature Tc at ∆T > 5 ◦C

was in all cases higher than mean temperature Tm. This does not correspond with

predictions for gases stated in section 1.4.

Raw (uncalibrated) frequency shift signals were used for evaluation of autocorre-

lation and crosscorrelation function between time records at positions symmetrical

with respect to the middle horizontal plane of the cell. We found four characte-
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ristic times of coherent structures of the temperature field. Interpretation of these

results exceeds the frame of this work. In the thesis are presented only data ob-

tained for ∆T = 20 ◦C. All experimental data, processed data and Matlab scripts

used for processing were published in the EuHIT database TurBase, which should

be freely accessible to other laboratories interested in turbulence and heat transfer

research. Preliminary results were also published in [12]. At this moment, the usa-

bility of ODiSI-B for temperature profile measurements in cryogenic helium RBC

experiment in ISI is being considered.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

AND ABBREVIATIONS

T Temperature

Tp Planar average temperature

Tm Mean temperature

λT Thickness of the thermal boundary layers

z Height from the bottom plate

Tc Core temperature

Tt Temperature of the top - cooling plate

Tb Temperature of the bottom - heating plate

∆T Temperature difference between the plates

ρ Density

∆t Temperature drop at top boundary layer

∆b Temperature drop at bottom boundary layer

λt Thickness of the top boundary layer

λb Thickness of the bottom boundary layer

χ Parameter of asymmetry of BL layers

µ Shear - dynamic viscosity

u Flow velocity

t Time

p Fluid pressure

g Gravitational acceleration

α Coefficient of thermal expansion

P Pressure shift

ν Kinematic viscosity
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κ Thermal diffusivity

Re Reynolds number

U Free fall velocity

L Height of the cell

Ra Rayleigh number

Pr Prandtl number

Nu Nusselt number

h Convective heat transfer coefficient

Γ Aspect ratio

D Diameter of the cell

I Intensity

λ Wavelength

TPt Temperature of the Pt100 probe

σPt Standard deviation of the Pt100 probe

Θ Non-dimensional temperature

ξ Non-dimensional radial position

∆f Frequency shift

TCal Temperature used for calibration

AC Autocorrelation function

CC Crosscorrelation function

τ Lag of correlation function

zf Distance along the fibre sensor from the heating plate

z′ Distance from the vertical centre of the cell
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BL Boundary layers

BOI Barrel of Ilmenau

CAS Czech Academy of Science

c-OFDR Coherent Optical Frequency-domain Reflectometry

DOFS Distributed optical fibre sensing

EuHIT European High-Performance Infrastructures in Turbulence

FFT Fast Fourier transform

ISI Institute of Scientific Instruments of the CAS

LSC Large scale wind

NOB Non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq

NS Navier-Stokes

OB Oberbeck-Boussinesq

ODiSI-B Optical Distributed Sensor Interrogator from Luna Innovations company

RBC Rayleigh-Bénard convection

SF6 Sulfur hexafluoride
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